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E D I T O R I A L

T

OPPORTUNITY

he people who are steeped in the world of community
service, who care for our children, our youth, and the
socially- and economically-marginalized within our

communities � these people inhabit an organizational universe
dominated by nonprofit organizations. The organizations are often
quite small. Most rely on grant funding and service contracts to pay
their costs. Traditionally they have relied on the community at
large to recognize the �good work� they do and to invest in them
out of a commitment to the civic and public good.

Progressively (insidiously, some would say), foreign language
and concepts are invading this nonprofit universe. The newcomers
have a strange ring to them: enterprising nonprofits, revenue
generation, for-profit subsidiaries, training businesses, social
entrepreneurs, outcome accountability, return on taxpayers
investment, to name a few.

What is one to make of a lexicon that has transformed our
references to the less fortunate? They were once �disadvantaged
citizens� - neighbours. They slowly became the bureaucratized
bundle of needs known as �clients.� And now they assume the
exalted status of �customers,� or at least that category of custom-
ers who might be considered �end-users�. How are we to refer
to the people with whom we work? Are they our �constituency�
or our �market�? And how do we address our funders? As
�investors�?

Where are these terms taking the vision of nonprofits? How
does this language relate to the experience of Mother Teresa,
who persevered in the midst of enormous poverty in the belief
that God had called her �not to be successful, but to be faithful�?
How does it relate to Gandhi? (�It is the action, not the fruit of
the action, that is important.�)

Indeed, many people who have given much of their lives to
nonprofit community service will assert with great passion and
intensity that
�feeding young children and providing them with lovely places to
play is enough justification; that comforting a frightened adoles-
cent needs no further rationale; that every expectant mother is
entitled to the highest quality pre-natal care - whether or not
these pay off in higher rates of school readiness, employability,
or healthy births.� (L. Schorr, Common Purpose, p. 136)

Lisbeth Schorr, a writer from whom I have been gaining
inspiration for the last couple of years, concludes that the �moral
underpinnings for social action� are no longer sufficient. The
cynicism that exists, especially in relation to the public sphere,

works against doing what needs to be done at the scale required
to address the challenges we collectively face. In Schorr�s words,
�In this era of pervasive doubt, public investment of the needed
magnitude will be forthcoming only on evidence of achieving its
purpose and contributing to long term goals that are widely
shared.�

If one buys this view, the language of business is not likely
going to go away. In the U.S., where many of this issue�s contribu-
tors do much of their work, the language and tools of business are
being employed big time.

I expect some readers will have a hard time getting beyond the
�language of business,� with its orientation to describing tools and
processes designed to achieve a positive �bottom line.� However,
I hope most of you will grasp what I believe is the intent: to
employ the tools of business to improve results for citizens and
communities. You will definitely find evidence of organizations
reaching for this �other bottom line� in some of the stories.
There is also evidence that the failure to be sufficiently business-
like in the revitalization of poor neighbourhoods leads to poor
results � however faithful the workers and however good their
intentions towards the citizens (or clients, or customers).

Transforming the nonprofit sector holds great promise. The
language of business will be part of this transformation. For CED
practitioners, who are fundamentally committed to achieving
social goals through business means, the swirling vortex of
language and concepts is familiar ground. Merging social and
economic goals and tools is what we do. Business concepts and
community development concepts can be held in creative tension.
New kinds of initiative emerge from the synthesis. As the broader
nonprofit world continues to struggle with these changes,
perhaps, as this issue clearly suggests, CED organizations have a
role to play. Building capacity, competence, and capital resources
for enterprising nonprofits may be something we must add to our
collective agenda.

I believe we can. Indeed, if we keep our wits about us, we
could become an abiding source of support for business-like
approaches to the restoration and upholding of human dignity.
How is that for a mouthful?c
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